**Harvard Schedules Mass Referendum**

Next week, an extraordinary referendum on the Vietnam war, sponsored by the Dartmouth College Student Senate, will be held at Harvard. The referendum is designed to cover all possible views of the war. According to a memorandum sent by the Harvard Student Council, the general objectives are: 1) to make people think about the issues in the war; 2) to provide an opportunity to break the logjam of arguments and stances; 3) to work towards an atmosphere of political non-partisanism; 4) to electronically balance; 5) to make a kind of center of discussion for all the different opinions polls, rather than the result of an election that is necessarily.
Yes, kiddies, it's Hell Week time once again at the logees! For some houses (Alpha Delta Phi, Psi Upsilon, and Delta Phi epsilon) the: houses are working overtime to pull together (as close to behind it) as a team for the brotherhood's final defeat in breaking the collective will of the pledges. The purpose of these rites, as it is usually explained, is to "tune" the pledges through humiliation and/or exhaustion to raise them to the exalted state of brotherhood. The paradox of Hell Week philosophy—tremendous distribution of brotherhood to serve as a catharsis to unite the pledges in which will ultimately become a loving brotherhood—was never explained. There is positive purpose in all this, I have said before, but it escapes expression. Hmm?

At the College the Hell Week has certainly grown milder. Theta Xi and Alpha Chi Rho have completely re-directed their efforts from degradation to constructive purpose. Most other fraternities have at least the remote vision of enlightenment. pledge masters consented to plan their format around a weekend, socking it to the fraternities—but in the interest of holding aaca- 

The 1967 Hell Festival will be held under the close scrutiny of concerned faculty and administration—not in the interest of social intercourse, but in the interest of holding the old guard's ground. From the tone of the IFC pledge master meeting, it is obvious that there will be incident-tide bodies and unprepared smirks—drudging into the classroom. Measures taken to avoid these instances will most probably be preventative rather than curative. The first group of incidence should not frighten any house should persist in stubborn preservation of ritual (whose merit defines reason) to the potential detriment of the individual, the fraternity, and the campus. Another group of incidents is the blindedly hedonistic attitude of half of the fraternity on the street. If things next year will there be no Hell Week, one way or the other?
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JEFFREY E. LUCAS
by James Kaplin
Imperialism: the policy, practice, or advocacy of extending the power and domination of a state or group over foreign territories or populations by force or by indirect control, or by gaining indirect control over the political or economic life of another state (Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary)

The Spanish Empire was a ca- importance of the nineteenth century. The German states, with the American cents and the American Indian, the American empire, Taf, that when the German states have- dom, at the Northmen have de- days of Monroe when the Northmen now channeled through the Ameri- has served us well. The popular cense of the American dominated. The United States laid down its comp- kind of man with whom a male student would have sexual relations, the first time, and a college student was more likely to find sexual relations with his own social back- ground.
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Gronquist Leads Combined Choruses
Handel Ode Performed Well

by Deane Walker

Those who were cold Wednesday evening at the performance by the combined College Glee Club and Connecticut College Chorus of Handel’s ODE ON ST. CECILIA’S DAY can sympathize with the composer who wrote the work in eighty days, as one historian put it, to keep his hands warm.

The subject is typically English, the adoration of the patron saint of music, a practice common in Protestant countries. Handel’s text was a slightly revised John Dryden poem, in a version of two that author composed honoring the saint. Among the men who treated the same subject musically were John Blow and his famous pupil Henry Purcell of whose work this is reminiscent.

Now almost everyone is aware that Handel’s originality of theme is not his claim to fame except as a thief. In this instance he borrowed the idea from the Latin poet of a реши “To the glory of God” in the Musica’s COMPONENTI MUSICALI PIERI CEMBALO and very quickly too. This probably is the reason for its comparatively universal acceptance. Time.

The Ode is a worthy historical document in that its symphonic treatment is parallel to the Oratorio. Handel’s musical dramatic interest in the result of his financial disastrous operas and it marks his return to the opera than it was his best form. The work seems to have been popular during his life. It was included in the repertoire he took to Dublin when he premiered THE MESSIAH, one of his many short auditions for wind instruments for it in 1780, and Chopin among the treatment of “from harmony to harmony.” Parallels to Bach are implausible.

It is the type of selection that seems perfect for a college group. It is the work of a worthy composer and moreover a work of historic literary and influence. Like early painting of a master it is necessary and instrumental in developing the artist.
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Full Slate Against Jeffs Tomorrow

For some reason Trinity always gets excited about this fall weekend with Amherst. Maybe it’s because the Varsity gridiron has not subdued the Jeffs on foreign soil since 1959. Maybe it’s because the only regular season soccer game Roy Dath’s boys have lost in Hartford in the last five years was to Amherst - last November - 2-1. Or possibly because Chet McPhee’s yearlings have, in 14 falls, gone into the Jeff rivalry undefeated-unied four times. Yep, squished (or tied) every time.

The freshmen soccer squad, though a more habitual winner against the Purple and White, also has a loss to revenge, last year’s 4-2 display.

It looks like a bloody weekend.

But whose blood?

Amherst’s football team has a sour 2-3-1 record; the soccer team is 6-1-1 with a loss to UConn and a tie with Wesleyan.

15-goal soccer captain Mike Center summed it up: “Throw away the rest of the season, this game is all that counts now.”

Dath’s chargers who skated past Coast Guard, 11-3, Tuesday in a veritable ice storm could collect Trinity’s third invitation to the NCAA tournament in four years on Monday.

“Amherst’s field can be dry at one end and wet at the other,” Dath said Wednesday, “this could be trouble, but if the guys want it badly enough, they can take it.”

“We have to win to get a bid - just keep your fingers crossed.”

Meanwhile football mentor Ben Miller, a former Amherst coach, commented on his regiment: “We will attack with the same style of play we’ve used all year. Previous injuries to Ken Johnson, Richard Harvey, and Kim Miles, however, make these individuals question marks for the contest.

“Without a doubt Amherst has the best potential of any team we play,” he continued. “They have out gained all of their opponents, but have often made mistakes which robbed them of victory. They are a veteran squad of hungry seniors who should be out to prove that their 2-3-1 record is not a true measure of their ability.”

Two weeks ago the Jeffs notched three scores in eight minutes in squishing a previously undefeated Wesleyan squad, 34-0. Last Saturday they were clogged by Tufts, though, in a 7-7 tie.

The showdown will take place on Pratt Field at 1:30 p.m. Trinity is 20-33-9 on the series which started in 1886 and includes six 0-0 ties.

In two Hartford games the undefeated freshman football squad will meet an Amherst team which has only one victory to their credit, and Robie Shults’ frosh booters will host an undefeated (one tie) Purple and White contingent, both at 2:00 p.m.

Both Varsity and freshmen cross-country teams will stride with Amherst and WP on the hilltop at 1:30 p.m.

EXTERMINATE THE BRUTES!!!

(Photos by Sample, Hatch, Monaccio, Rosenblatt, and Hendee)